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Consumers who wear glasses are happy to welcome the latest technology in the market that can
offer them better savings while keeping their favorite frame. The reglazing service option in the
optical industry today allows consumersâ€™ glasses to be reglazed with the right prescription lenses on
their favorite pair of frames.

The cost savings are huge depending on the type of lenses. These prices are much lower than what
one would find in normal optical retail or service stores.

Single Vision lenses

Single vision lenses are the most basic of lens wearers can take on. There are standard lenses for
single vision with super hard scratch resistant feature; single vision standard lenses can also be
enhanced with an anti-reflective feature. This type of single vision lens reglaze costs only Â£34.

Standard single vision lenses which have a scratch resistant coating as well as an anti-reflective
coating costs only Â£24 to be reglazed while the single vision standard scratch resistant coated lens
costs a mere Â£19. Even cheaper is the single vision standard simple uncoated lens at Â£14.

Thin single vision lens with 1.6 Index and scratch resistant feature as well as anti-reflective coating
feature costs only Â£38 for a reglaze; thinner lens with similar features as the thin lens for single
vision can be reglazed at Â£58 while the thinnest lens at 1.74 Index and similar scratch resistant and
anti-reflective coating feature is reglazed at Â£93.

Standard single vision sun-reactive lenses that come with an anti-reflective coating as well as
scratch resistance costs only Â£58 to reglaze.

Â 

Â 

Bi-focal lenses

Â 

The standard Bi-focal lenses can be reglazed at a mere Â£28 while those with scratch resistant as
well as anti-reflective coating feature costs Â£44 to be reglazed. Those with sun-reactive lenses cost
only Â£85 to be reglazed.

Varifocals lenses

Â 

The reglazing of any high performance varifocal that is uncoated costs Â£44 while that which has
scratch-resistant feature costs Â£65 to reglaze. Varifocal lenses that are of Digital Freeform with
scratch-resistant feature and an anti-reflective feature cost Â£120 for a reglaze.

These prices are great for the consumers to enjoy more savings; the order procedure is also easy
and convenient with no trips to the optical store. The whole process is conducted in the comfort of
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the home through the phone and post.
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Bobby Barret - About Author:
Welcome to ReglazeMyGlasses, We are the No1 site for fitting (reglazing) prescription lenses into
frames. We also deals in a Glasses Reglazing.  We have combined the low cost benefits of ordering
online with the 1 to  1 Customer Service you would expect from your optician. a Check Out This Site
for more info.
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